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?Mr Robert Iringie^j 
29C9RockManor Court 
Herndon, Virginia 22071

fHIS COPY IS HOI
for RELEASE.

Dear Bob,
It was very good to meet with you again in Washington on June 12.
I am writing to confirm our recent conversation about the CIA’s release 
of documents about me to the National ArchivesAs I explained to you at 
our meeting, I am very displeased that this yas done without my knowled
ge and especially since my photograph was officially released by the 
Agency fcr the first time in thirty years.

As you know, it has oome to my attention that the CIA released these 
many hundreds of pages to the public without consulting roe or telling 
me that this was going to be done. I have already seen copies of two of 
these reports totalling more than ICO pages. One is the October 1968 
report supporting me by Bruce Selle; the other was a February 1968 re
port by the CI Staff which attacked my credibility. (This latter report 
contains a copy of my photo from the late 1960s. I consider this a breach 
of my personal security.)
I also consider many of the details in both of these reports to be of a 
very personal nature. Other pages deal with with some very sensitive 
cases which I gave the Agency about other people. The information in 
these reports was given freely and accurately by me to the CIA officers 
in the 1960s under terms of strict confidentiality. Although it is very 
difficult for me to say this, I feel that my trust in the Agency has now 
been seriously damaged.
This release particularly troubles me because for the past thirty years 
I have remained very loyal to the Agency and considerate of its wishes. 
For instance, despite many requests, I have only spoken to a few Jourf: 
nalists, and only when the Agency advised me tSxrso. I have never sought
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cn my own to publish my stoxy in an article or book. But now, the OTA 
. has not returned this courtesy. Instead, it has released sensitive

infonnation to the public without speaking to me first.
Under the circumstances, I would like to respectfully request the 
following:

1. That you show this letter to DDO Ted Price, Director James Woolsey, 

and the current heads of the .CIA’s Freedom of Information Office and 
Historical Review staff .— so that they are aware of what has happened.

2. I would like 
pcnsible. of why

to receive, in writing, an explanation 
this release was done.

from these-res

5. I 
have 
have 
that

ts receive a list ®f the majoi' reports about me which, 
that I already

would like
already been released. Aside from the two reports
seen, I would like to receive copies of any ether major studies
have been released. (For instance, if there are reports released

by Peter Bagley, Hewton Miler, James Angleton, the CI Staff end John 
Bart, then I would like to see them as well.)

4. I would like to be given the Agency’s written assurance that further 
releases will not occur without consulting me first.

Bab, you should know that before 1 wrote this letter I have spoken 
about this matter with my good friend George Kalaris. He toe was troub
led by what I told him, and he advised me that I should ask the Agency 
for an explanation.
Bob, I apologize fer troubling yah with this matter,- but 1 have no one 
else to turn to fer assistance.
Please let me know if there is any response as soon as possible.

Respectfully yeurs,

. BackgiwK./


